Odontogenic ghost cell carcinoma (OGCC) is a rare and aggressive tumor wherein optimal treatment remains uncertain. We report the first pediatric metastatic OGCC case treated with multimodal therapy: surgery, adjuvant chemoradiation, and adjuvant immunotherapy. Adjuvant therapy was utilized due to locally advanced disease with pathologic features indicative of high recurrence risk. This multimodal approach was modeled after management of primary head and neck cancer, where adjuvant chemoradiation and immunotherapy are associated with improved outcomes. Our patient is alive and disease free at 14 months indicating a potentially positive role for multimodal therapy in the management of OGCC.
Introduction
Odontogenic ghost cell carcinoma (OGCC) is a rare, aggressive tumor of the maxilla and mandible. With fewer than 35 cases reported, optimal treatment remains uncertain. Wide surgical resection is the standard with an indeterminate role for radiation therapy and chemotherapy. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Despite aggressive surgical resection, OGCC demonstrates high recurrence rates. [1] [2] [3] 6, 8, 9 Therefore, further investigation into multimodal therapy is needed. We report the first pediatric metastatic OGCC case treated with surgery, adjuvant chemoradiation, and adjuvant immunotherapy.
Case Report
A 10 year-old Hispanic male presented with a fluctuant mass in the right maxilla.
Computed tomography (CT) scan revealed a 3.3 cm soft tissue lesion with destruction of the adjacent maxillary bone and sinus, and displacement of several teeth. Biopsy demonstrated OGCC. Preoperative staging five weeks later revealed size progression and metastatic disease. The mass now measured 5.3 cm. A right submandibular node and several enlarged right cervical lymph nodes were noted corresponding to FDG avidity on PET. Right-sided modified radical maxillectomy and palatectomy, and right-sided modified radical neck dissection was performed one week later. Significant involvement of the buccal mucosa and submandibular gland were noted. After multiple attempts, final surgical margins were negative. Pathology confirmed OGCC ( Figure  1 ). Seven of thirty-eight Level I and II lymph nodes were positive for metastases. The tumor was positive for EGF receptor indicating cellular expression of EGFR protein. One week after surgery, maxillary packing was removed in the operating room. No tumor recurrence was appreciated. Adjuvant therapy was recommended given the rapid pre-surgery growth, positive lymph nodes, and concern for microscopic residual disease. A lesion in the right buccal space was noted at the time of radiation simulation (19 days after surgery). Given these findings and prior history of rapid growth, this was presumed recurrent tumor. An intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) plan was designed for the entire rightsided postoperative bed and bilateral neck. The patient received 44 Gray in 22 fractions (6 mega-Volt photons) prior to receiving a break for treatment-related toxicities. Imaging obtained then showed a 4.9 cm soft tissue mass in the right cheek and a 1.7 cm left gingivolabial soft tissue mass (Figure 2 ). Biopsy confirmed OGCC. Radiation volumes were expanded to include the new disease.
In summary, the postoperative bed received 60 Gray in 30 fractions over two plans (44 Gray in 22 fractions plus 16 Gray in eight fractions). The left gingivolabial disease received 39 Gray in 13 fractions in two plans (24 Gray in eight fractions plus 15 Gray in five fractions). Treatment was delivered over 63 days. The patient remained dependent on a feeding tube throughout radiation. He developed pain, nausea, oral candidiasis, dermatitis, and nasal mucosa irritation.
Carboplatin was given prior to each radiation fraction if blood counts were adequate. After completion of radiation, monthly cetuximab was initiated. The patient received nine doses prior to being lost to follow-up. When he returned 14 months after completion of radiation, restaging scans demonstrated no recurrent tumor.
Discussion
With fewer than 35 OGCC cases reported, optimal management remains uncertain. Currently, wide surgical resection is the recommended treatment. 2, 6, 7 Radiation and chemotherapy have inconclusive roles, with some reports stating multimodal therapy offers no benefit and others proposing a potential advantage. 1, 2, 4 Moreover, immunotherapy in OGCC has never been reported. We report the first pediatric metastatic OGCC case treated with multimodal therapy: surgical resection, adjuvant chemoradiation, and adjuvant immunotherapy. Our case shares clinical similarities with other reports, including a male partiality and maxillary predominance. 5, 6, 8, 10 However, we report the youngest case in the literature and the first Hispanic case. Currently reported age range for OGCC is 13-86 years. 7, 8, 10 Including our case, the age distribution is now 10-86 years indicating OGCC is also a pediatric malignancy. OGCC is more commonly reported in Asian patients. 8, 10 However, Caucasian and African American cases have also been reported. 5, 7, 8 Given the patient diversity but overall small number of reports, it is impossible to draw any definitive conclusions between ethnicity and OGCC. Rapid progression and local recurrence are well-documented characteristics of OGCC. [1] [2] [3] 6, 8, 9 Our case demonstrates particularly aggressive behavior with substantial tumor growth and lymph node metastases in just over a month between diagnosis and staging. Moreover, contralateral metastasis developed within two months of surgery, requiring expansion of radiation treatment fields. Although the final surgical resection margins were negative, multiple attempts were necessary to achieve this and the inability to obtain a wide negative margin likely predisposed to recurrence.
Adjuvant radiation therapy was recommended in this case given features suggestive of high recurrence risk. To our knowledge, only seven prior published OGCC cases were treated with radiation therapy (Table 1) . 1, 4, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] Three patients were known to be without evidence of disease at last follow-up. Given the small number of reports and absence of rationale for radiation use in these cases, it is inaccurate to draw any association (favorable or unfavorable) between radiation and survival in OGCC. Of note, all radiation cases were published 15-29 years ago. Significant advances in radiation therapy have since been made, including development of IMRT. IMRT allows Case Report for high doses of radiation to be delivered to the tumor while minimizing dose to adjacent structures. Prior to IMRT, the intended therapeutic dose to the primary site was limited due to toxicities from irradiating surrounding healthy tissues. The modern era adjuvant radiation dose for primary head and neck cancer is 60-66 Gray with concurrent chemotherapy. 15, 16 In the seven OGCC cases treated with radiation, we see a dose range of 30-60 Gray. Again, associations are impossible to make due to absence of radiation therapy details; however, it is reasonable to question whether these tumors were adequately dosed. As such, modern era radiotherapy investigations are warranted. Ikemura et al. reported use of 5-fluorouracil in 1985 for recurrent OGCC. 13 As no response was noted, chemotherapy was deemed unsuitable. It may also be argued that chemotherapy is irrelevant since OGCC does not have a propensity for distant metastases. 3, 17 Again, it is difficult to draw definite conclusions from a few cases. Platinum-based chemotherapy as a synergistic modality with radiation in head and neck cancer is clearly associated with improved disease-free outcomes in the modern era. 15, 18 To our knowledge, this is the first case to utilize immunotherapy for EGFR overexpression in OGCC. Molecular analyses indicate EGFR expression occurs in odontogenic epithelial cells and is involved in odontogenic tumor genesis. 19 Adjuvant cetuximab was recommended in this case as cetuximab plus radiotherapy is associated with improved survival in head and neck squamous-cell carcinoma. 20 With newer literature geared at molecular and immuhistochemical analyses in odontogenic tumors, immunotherapy may develop a niche in OGCC management.
Conclusions
In summary, treatment modality outcomes in OGCC are indeterminate due to the small number of cases with each modality in the current literature. Our patient's treatment was modeled after the management of primary head and neck cancer due to clinical and pathologic features predisposing to a high recurrence risk after surgery alone. As adjuvant chemoradiation and immunotherapy is associated with improved outcomes in primary head and neck cancer, a similar application in OGCC may help better delineate ideal treatment for this rare and aggressive tumor.
